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Resolutions memorializing Congress in Favor of Early
Tariff Revision.

1 Whereas, America is now a great creditor and export-
-2 ing nation and possesses a growing surplus of productive

capacity in many important lines; and
4 Whereas, The full employment of capital and labor
5 and the future prosperity of America largely depends
6 upon the satisfactory export and sale of her annually
7 increasing surpluses, to accomplish which end requires
8 increasing efficiency and lower production costs, against
9 which the existing high tariffs on both raw materials and
10 manufactures greatly militate; and
11 Whereas, Xo more vital question confronts America
12 and the world in the future than that of removing dis-
-13 criminations and other economic barriers affecting inter-
-14 national finance, trade, and commerce, and thereby pro-
-15 moting fair and friendly trade relations among nations;
16 and
17 Whereas, Secretary Hoover recently declaimed against
18 combinations between producers and their governments
19 to artificially inflate prices of rubber, coffee, and certain
20 other raw materials where a monopoly of supply and
21 production exists and declared them to be dangerous,
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22 against world interest and progress, and hinted at
23 methods of retaliation; therefore be it
24 Resolved, That the great and general court of Massa-
-25 chusetts urge the congress of the United States to adopt
26 the resolution introduced by Congressman Cordell Hull
27 on December fourteenth, nineteen hundred and twenty-
-28 five which provides that there should be established a
29 permanent international trade agreement organization or
30 congress, the function or duty of such organization to
31 comprise the consideration of all methods, practices, and
32 policies in international trade, finance, and commerce
33 which in their effects are discriminatory, unjustly in-
-34 jurious, or unfair to other nations or another nation, or
35 which may be reasonably calculated to create dangerous
36 and destructive commercial controversies, bitter trade
37 rivalry, or serious economic wars; and to formulate
38 treaty agreements with respect thereto, including es-
-39 pecially all forms of substantial discrimination, which
40 would eliminate, prevent, and avoid the injurious results
41 and dangerous possibilities of economic warfare, and
42 would at the same time establish fair, equal and friendly
43 trade and commercial relations among the nations of the

44 world; and be it further
45 Resolved, That certified copies of these resolutions
46 be sent by the secretary of the commonwealth to the

47 presiding officers of both branches of congress and to

48 each of the senators and representatives from Massa-
-49 chusetts.






